
PASSPORT  
TO EMPLOYER BRAND ADVOCACY



You’re asking people to champion your brand. But are you really  
ready to be championed? Here’s 5 questions to ask yourself.

   Do you have a defined EVP? 
How can people advocate your brand if they can’t  
articulate why it’s a great place to work?

   Do you have a clear purpose? 
Colleagues are much more likely to be advocates if they’re 
personally invested in your company’s reason for being.

   Are your values and behaviours embedded?  
What do you stand for? Do you recruit and retain  
people who align with your values?

   Have your vision and strategic priorities  
been clearly communicated? 
Advocates need to understand, and be excited 
about, where you’re heading.

    Do you have a good grasp on current  
engagement levels in your organisation? 
Advocacy and authenticity come hand in hand,  
so fix key issues first.
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Step 1 is all about objectives and outcomes.

ASK YOURSELF
 Why are we doing this?

  What are we trying 
to achieve?

  How will we  
measure success?

WHY IS IT WORTH IT?
 Increase diversity 

 Reduce cost per hire 

 Fill hard-to-reach roles

  Increase engagement

  Launch your employer brand

  Increase two-way dialogue

  Embed values

STEP 1 
CLARIFY 

WE LOVE… GE’s approach to storytelling. Previously viewed as a 
corporate, dull machine. GE used its people to tell a better brand story on 
LinkedIn - and sell why it’s a great place to work.

The proof: Within the first month of their prograame, GE saw an  
800% increase in new applicants, with advocates creating online 
engagement equating to $3 million!

NOTES



Step 2 is about the power of your people.  
Who are the best people to sell your brand? 

THINK ABOUT… 
  Credibility, similarity and likability - three key traits of a good  

messenger according to behavioural science principles

  A cross-section of colleagues - across roles and locations.

  Who’s already actively promoting you? Harness their enthusiasm.

  Colleagues that are comfortable and capable on social media.  

  Role models - ensure you’ve got visible leaders and middle  
managers on board.

STEP 2 
IDENTIFY 

NOTES

WE LOVE… RBS’s use of colleagues’ secret skills. Royal Bank of 
Scotland realised that they had a satirical cartoonist in their ranks - and 
used it to power their employer brand. Keith from Finance would sketch 
amusing cartoons relating to RBS life. Leveraging his authenticity, 
influence and likeability, Keith’s sketches are used as part of internal 
comms campaigns.   

The proof: Campaign engagement sees spikes when Keith’s  
cartoons are used.



Step 3 is about making it easy for your advocates to do the best job 
possible for you. That’s training, equipment and above all, empowerment.

THINK ABOUT… 
  Be clear on the benefits of becoming an advocate so colleagues  

know ‘the deal’

  Guidance as to do’s and don’ts, tips for platforms, ideas for content etc. 

  What’s your ask? Be clear on it - what do you need their help with?  
Have they got all the tools and content they need to do this well?

  Keep it consistent - choose a hashtag, check it’s original and stick with it. 

  Go beyond personal social media - think about websites of influence that 
your colleagues have presence on: LinkedIn, Indeed, Glassdoor. 

STEP 3 
AMPLIFY 

WE LOVE… How Adobe keeps it fun. They hold frequent 
competitions to promote engagement with the brand - like a t-shirt design 
contest around what “Adobe life” means to them. The t-shirts sold out in 
days and the engagement metrics shot up! They pre-brief their advocates 
on big announcements, ensuring their presence and sharing at all fun / 
high profile events, like the Adobe Creativity conference. This recently 
generated 5.5 million impressions in just 5 days! 

The proof: 97% of Adobe employees are proud to say they work  
for their company!

NOTES



TIPS,TAKEAWAYS
& GREAT IDEAS

TRUST AND  
AUTHENTICITY 

BUILD A  
BRIDGE

EMPLOYER BRAND  
IS THE GLUE IN YOUR  
ORGANISATION

Never underestimate 
the power of employee 
evangelism. There’s no 
one better for bringing 
in referrals and creating 
engagement with your 
organisation.

Cory Edwards, Head of 
Adobe’s Social Business 
Center of Excellence.

Viral is the new normal, 
everyone is a brand 
(whether they know 
it or not), and smart 
organizations are turning 
to employee advocacy. 

Meghan Biro, CEO 
TalentCulture.

Our culture is the secret ingredient to our success 
with employee advocacy. Your people will share their 
experience of working for you – so the investment 
should be in making their experience positive. We’re all 
about making this a great place to work for everyone, 
where people can be themselves. Advocacy should 
always be an inside out approach.

Nadia Marouf, Employer Brand Specialist, Sky.

Nothing beats the power of GE salespeople  
for delivering brand messages. They know our 
customers the best, are the most connected, 
and have the most external networks. Even if 
we buy TV ads during Sunday night football, 
it still wouldn’t be as authentic as our own 
sales force sharing news about our innovative 
products and technologies.

Steven Pepe, Global Leader of Commercial 
Marketing at GE.

Link an employee’s personal 
‘brand’ and the company 
brand. If it resonates with 
them personally, they’re 
much more likely to share 
it. And their networks are 
much more likely to listen.

Your advocacy efforts will fail if you’re not linked in with 
internal communications, HR, recruitment and marketing. 

Your key ingredients  
to effective advocacy.



WE BELIEVE  
IN THE POWER 
OF PEOPLE.
Want to harness the power of yours? 
Check out our free online advocacy tool: 
synergycreative.co.uk/ 
employeeadvocacy


